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Orchestration Load – Total effort teachers need to put in when using a certain technology for the
real-time management of classroom activities [3].

Conclusions

Results

Introduction

Figure 2 shows the graphs that were plotted using the EDA data collected.

Results shows there are differences across the three conditions.
EDA physiological measurements through its triangulation with the subjective reflections by the
teacher can be tentatively used to explain different facets of the orchestration load:

Complex construct & mostly studied as a high level concept [4].
Proposal to deconstruct Orchestration Load using:

Goal formation
Situation evaluation
Action-taking

Novel technologies, i.e., Electrodermal Activity (EDA).
Self-perceptions of the teachers (e.g., post-activity questionnaires and stimulated-recall
interviews).

Results should be taken with caution given the limited data set analyzed (only one teacher).

Methods

Future Work

A female teacher conducted nine Pyramid pattern based scripted CSCL activities.

Collection of EDA and self-perception measurements with a bigger sample of teachers.

Activities were deployed using PyramidApp [2].

Additional information could be collected using:

Orchestration actions were recorded under three conditions:
No dashboard condition (Without access to a teacher-facing dashboard).
Mirroring Condition (Interpretation of information and use of dashboard controls were left to
be decided by the teacher).
Guiding Condition (Dashboard warnings were generated automatically to upfront critical
moments).

Figure 2. EDA signal (peaks) in three conditions.

No Dashboard Condition

Teacher was equipped with a wearable EDA sensor to measure and compare affective state under
different supporting conditions.

Teacher’s affective state is changing as a reaction to the activity.
Signal shows an increase in the number of peaks and skin conductivity towards the end of the
activity.

More details about baseline data collection and calibration of the sensor is described in previous
work [1].

“Very difficult to obtain the whole picture. I was stressed regarding the planned time as some students
were taking more time and frustrated for not having the means to control the script progressions.”

Data was collected in the three latest CSCL sessions reflecting the three conditions.

Pre-survey about teachers’ contexts (e.g., activities completed before the data collection).
Video recordings of orchestration actions.
Other sensory inputs.

Mirroring Condition
Teachers’ physiological state changes over time, where less arousal can be noticed towards
the end.
Physiological response declines towards the end of the activity.
“I am more relaxed when I use the dashboard and I can monitor the progression of the activity, but
thinking and decision making was somewhat demanding.”
Guiding Condition
Signal was more constant and showed that there was physiological response (according to the
peaks).
State remained more-less constant during the whole activity.
“I really felt I was in control, alerts were very helpful, I could relax and read on student’s submissions,
discussions, etc.”
Figure 1. A Teacher wearing the EDA sensor in a real-classroom session & data-collection.

https://www.upf.edu/web/tide

Figure 3. Video recordings of orchestration actions.
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